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The dust of Delhi riots was not yet settled when the Muslims of India found
themselves in yet another quandary. This time, the community saw a new wave of
hatred after news of a religious gathering amid Covid-19 was blown out of
proportion not only by the Indian media but also by the functionaries of the ruling
elite.
Between March 13 and 15, Tablighi Jamaat, which mainly focuses on reviving the true spirit of
religion, met in New Delhi with around 3400 members traveling from across the country and
abroad to attend the event at the Nizamuddin Markaz mosque in central Delhi.1 By this time,
though, the official nationwide lockdown was not in place but due to the threat posed by the virus,
there were already official warnings advising people to avoid mass gathering. Though, most of the
participants had left the premises prior to the announcement of official nationwide lockdown.
However, once the lockdown was put in place, some 1000 participants still remained in the premises
mainly because all train and flight services were suddenly halted and therefore, these people could
not leave for their homes. Once, the news of the gathering came to light, the officials aggressively
followed and tested people who were part of this particular gathering. The situation became an
excuse for the officials to create a separate column of the Tablighi Jamaat related cases in their daily
briefings which gave an impression as if Muslims were solely responsible for the spread of virus
across India.
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“Timeline of how Nizamuddin markaz defied lockdown with 3400 people at Tablighi Jamat event,” India
Today, March 31, 2020, https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/timeline-of-nizamuddin-markaz-event-oftablighi-jamaat-in-delhi-1661726-2020-03-31
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Following days saw an organized campaign lunched against the Muslims. The gathering which was
purely religious in nature was equated with terrorism. Amid media blitz, the members of the ruling
party also chose to jump into the foray. BJP IT cell chief, Amit Malviya, tweeted, “Delhi’s dark
underbelly is exploding! Last 3 months have seen an Islamic insurrection of sorts, first in the name of
anti-CAA protests from Shaheen Bagh to Jamia, Jaffrabad to Seelampur. And now, the illegal
gathering of the radical Tablighi Jamaat at the markaz. It needs a fix!”.2

A state-level BJP

lawmaker termed the meeting as "corona terrorism," whereas, BJP minister for minority affairs,
Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi, accused the event organizers of a "Talibani crime".
Within days, social media was also abuzz with all sorts of fake news and videos suggesting that
Muslims were deliberately spreading the virus. Hashtags like #corona Jihad or #bio jihad became top
trends. Not only the Muslims were attacked by mobs, reports in India media suggest that even
police officials did not hesitate and assaulted Muslims randomly on busy roads solely because of
their religion.3 Muslims who had nothing to do with the gathering or had not even visited Delhi in
near past also became victims to this hate wave. The volunteers distributing ration bags to Muslim
families faced harassment and even beatings from police and in order to save their own skin, they
had to drop their volunteer work. In states like Punjab, Muslim milk producers were threatened by
villagers, their houses raided by police, and people hesitated to buy their produce. In some villages
and neighborhoods, banners appeared where Muslims were warned against entering. In the city of
Ahmadabad, hospitals were ordered to segregate patients on the basis of their religion.4 One of the
leading and most reputed newspaper “The Hindu” published a cartoon on March 26, 2020 where
corona virus was shown wearing a Muslim outfit holding a gun and pointing it towards the globe.
This particular cartoon was later taken down following a strong reaction from its readers.5
Interestingly, the Tablighi Jamaat gathering was not the only instance at that particular time as
number of other gathering were also taking place about the same time – both political and religious
in nature. For example, Parliament sessions were taking place on March 23 - a day after the national
lockdown was announced. Also, the chief minister of Uttar Pradesh Yogi Adityanath went to
Ayodhya and participated in a Hindu ritual. Similarly, large number of devotees also gathered at the
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“’Islamic insurrection’, tweets BJP IT chief after Tablighi Nizamuddin incident,” The Week, April 1, 2020,
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saibaba temple in Maharashtra. But none of these events were labeled as irresponsible or held
responsible for the spread of virus or equated with terrorism.
This latest anti-Muslim drive in India once again brought forth the already existing abhorrence for
the Muslims. While the world is busy fighting this challenge, India on the other hand preferred to
divert its attention and resources to malign its own people only because they belong to a different
religion. Such was the severity of the hate that even the international community could not turn a
blind eye. Organisation of Islamic Cooperation while condemning the demonization of Muslims
urged the Modi government to "protect the rights of its persecuted Muslim minority as per its
obligations under international human rights laws.”6 Similarly, the World Health Organization also
had to intervene which cautioned India that, “it is very important that we do not profile the cases on
the basis of racial, religious and ethnic lines.”7 Some sane voices in India also highlighted the plight
of the Muslim community. Renowned writer and activist Arundhati Roy rightly pointed out that, "We
are suffering, not just from COVID, but from a crisis of hatred, from a crisis of hunger.” She also
insisted that the world should keep its eyes on the matter of anti-Muslim hatred in India.8 It was
precisely this precarious situation of Muslims that led the United States Commission on International
Religious Freedom (USCIRF) to express its deep concerns regarding the deteriorating situation of
minorities particularly Muslims and suggesting to the State Department that India should be
declared a ‘country of concern’ and put on a religious freedom blacklist.9
The incident of Tablighi Jamaat unfortunately presented the rightwing Hindu extremists an
opportunity to wage yet another war against the Muslims - war in physical, psychological and
societal domain. While this growing polarization of Muslims is by all means condemnable, this
situation becomes all the more worrisome keeping in mind the fact that humanity is faced with a
challenge that needs more empathy among fellow humans. Segregation and targeting any particular
community or religion will prove detrimental in fight against the deadly virus. In case of India, if
Muslims become fearful of abusive treatment, they would naturally avoid testing for the virus or
report their symptoms or contact history. In such a scenario, India would not be able to contain the
spread of epidemic and as a result, the entire country would remain vulnerable. Therefore, instead
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of waging hate war against Muslims, a unified response to this challenge would better serve India’s
and the interests of its people.
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